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Ž .Let A be a finite dimensional simple algebra not necessarily associative over
the field of complex numbers C, and let G denote the automorphism group
Ž .Aut A . Suppose that A has a symmetric nondegenerate associative G-invariant
² :bilinear form x, y and a compact real form, i.e., a subalgebra B over R of
dimension dim B s dim A, where A is equal to the span of B over C and theR C
² :restriction of x, y to B is positive definite. We describe generators of the algebra
² :of polynomial G-invariants of a system of several vectors from A in terms of x, y
and Laplace operators. In particular, we give generators of the algebra of polyno-
mial invariants of the adjoint representation of a simple linear algebraic group of
any exceptional type / E . As a consequence, we get the First Main Theorem on6
matrix invariants, invariants of minimal representation of G and F . Q 19982 4
Academic Press
1. PRELIMINARIES
Notations.
v w x Ž Ž .. Ž . ŽF V respectively, F V is the algebra field of polynomial ra-
.tional functions on a vector space V over a field F; all subalgebras of
w xF V are supposed to be with 1;
v V : G is a module V over a group G;
v
G Gw x Ž Ž . . Ž .F V F V is the subalgebra the subfield of polynomial
Ž .rational invariants of V : G;
v The expression
kV s V [ ??? [ V^ ‘ _
k
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represents the direct sum of k copies of a vector space V; also, the direct
“
sum of a countable number of copies of V is regarded as V s lim kV;k “‘
v w x w xPol V, W , F V m W is the space of polynomial mappings fromF
a vector space V to a vector space W.
v Ž .tr E is the trace of a linear operator E g End V.V F
Ž wLet us recall the definition of the algebra of generic elements cf. 7, p.
x. Ž j.222 of an algebra A over a field F. Let x be the projection from kA
w xonto the jth summand, which is an element of Pol kA, A , an algebra over
Ž .F with respect to the pointwise operations. The subalgebra F A gener-k
ated by x Ž1., . . . , x Žk . is called the algebra of generic elements of rank k; the
Ž . Ž . Ž1. Ž2.algebra F A s lim F A is generated by x , x , . . . .k “‘ k
Ž .Now put G s Aut A and suppose the algebra A has a G-invariant
² : ² : ² :bilinear form a, b , i.e., a ? s , b ? s s a, b for all s g G. Then for
Ž . ² : w xall u, ¤ g F A the polynomial u, ¤ g F kA is G-invariant. Actually,k
Ž Ž1. Žk .. Ž . Ž Ž1. Žk . .for all w s w x , . . . , x g F A we have w x ? s , . . . , x ? s s w ?k
s , hence
² Ž1. Žk . Ž1. Žk . :u x ? s , . . . , x ? s , ¤ x ? s , . . . , x ? sŽ . Ž .
² : ² :s u ? s , ¤ ? s s u , ¤ .
w xDenote by v A the subalgebra generated by all such invariants. Also, putk “Gw x w x w xv A s lim v A , which is a homogeneous subalgebra of F A .k “‘ k
w x Ž r .Let V be a vector space over F; pick a g Pol kV, V and let x s x g
w x ŽPol kV, V be a projector from kV onto the r th summand we also call it a
. Ž . w x wgeneric element ; denote by D a the following derivation of F kV 20,x
xp. 5 :
n › f
f ? D a s a ,Ž . Ýx j› x jjs1
where x , a are the coordinates with respect to a basis of V. In fact, thej j
definition does not depend on the choice of basis; besides, if a is another
Ž . Žgeneric element, then D a can be regarded as a linearization polariza-x
. Ž w x.tion operator in a more general context e.g., 21, Chap. 1 .
Now suppose F is algebraically closed of characteristic 0 and V has a
² :nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form x, y ; fix an orthonormal basis
E , . . . , E and for generic elements x s Ýn x E , y s Ýn y E define a1 n js1 j j is1 i i
Ž . w x w xLaplace operator D x, y on F kV : for all f g F kV put
n n 2› f
fD x , y s f ? D E D E s . 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýx i y i › x › yi iis1 is1
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Note that in the case x s y it defines an ordinary Laplace operator;
Ž .since D x, y is the scalar product of gradients, it is independent of the
choice of orthonormal basis.
² :Suppose that V is a G-module, where the form a, b is G-invariant;
“ Gw xthen by Lemma 1, F V is closed under Laplace operators.
²Now let the space V be an algebra A; the form a, is said to be
² : ² :associati¤e, if for all a, b, c g A we have ac, b s a, cb . Besides, sup-
pose F is the field of complex numbers C; a subalgebra B : A over reals
² :R is called a compact real form, if a, b restricts to an R-valued positive
definite form on B, A is equal to the span of B over C, and dim B sR
dim A.C
THEOREM 1. Let A be a finite dimensional simple algebra o¤er the field of
Ž . ² :complex numbers C, G s Aut A ; let x, y be a nondegenerate associati¤e
symmetric G-in¤ariant bilinear form and suppose that A has a compact real
form.
w xThen for any set S of homogeneous operators of the algebra v A the
“Gw xalgebra of in¤ariants C A is generated by
fD . . . D , 2Ž .1 t
where f g S, D are Laplace operators, and t G 0.j
Using a standard argument, one can extend the result to algebras over
an arbitrary algebraically closed field F of characteristic 0.
Namely, suppose that the algebra A contains a subalgebra B over the
Ž .field of algebraic numbers K s Q the algebraic closure of rationals , such
that A is isomorphic to the scalar extension B m C, where the formK
² :a, b is respectively a scalar extension of a K-valued form on B.
Fix a basis of B over K, which is a basis of A over C; the coordinates of
the generic elements of B are independent variables; hence, we can
consider them as the coordinates of the corresponding generic elements of
“ “w x w x Ž .A. Thus, C A s K B m C and the algebra F B is a subalgebra over KK
Ž . ² :of F A . Since the form a, b restrict to a K-valued form on B, all
“² : Ž . w x w xelements u, ¤ , where u, ¤ g F B , belong to K B . Denote by v B the
“² : w x w xsubalgebra over K generated by u, ¤ ; then v B : K B .
² :Moreover, a, b is nondegenerate on B; hence B has an orthonormal
“w x Ž .basis. Therefore, K B is closed under Laplace operators and elements 2 ,
“w x w xwhere S : v B , generate a subalgebra D contained in K B . Since
“Gw x w x w xv A s v B m C, by Theorem 1 we have C A s D m C.K K“ G 0w x Ž .We claim that D s K B , where G s Aut B . Indeed, by Hilbert's0
Ž . Ž .Nullstellentsatz G s Aut B is a Zariski dense subgroup of G s Aut A ;0 “ “G G 0Ž w x. w x w xhence e.g., 18, p. 7 C A s C A and
G G G0 0“ “ “ “ “
K B s C A l K B s C A l K B s D.
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So, we have replaced C with K s Q. Now suppose that an algebra C
over a field F can be represented as a scalar extension of B, i.e.,
Ž .C ( B m F note that all examples in Section 5 satisfy this condition .K
Ž .Let G s Aut C ; then G is a Zariski dense subgroup of G and1 0 1“ “G G1 0w x w x Ž .F C s F C is generated over F by elements 2 .
2. RATIONAL INVARIANTS
The underlying idea of the proof of Theorem 1 is quite simple: first, we
“Gw x w xrepresent an invariant f g C A is a fraction grh, where g, h g v A ,
then we reduce h by means of Laplace operators. In this section we do the
first step.
An algebra B over a field F is said to be central if its centroid
<G B s f g End B ab ? f s a ? f b s a b ? f 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .F
is equal to F. Note that a finite dimensional simple algebra over an
algebraically closed field is central.
PROPOSITION 1. Let A be a finite dimensional central simple algebra o¤er
an infinite field F and suppose that
A is generated by F k elements. )Ž .
Ä y1Ž . Ž .Then B s F A is prime and the central localization B s G B B is ak k k k k
Ž . Ž .central simple algebra o¤er the field Q A of fractions of G B .k k
Ä Ž . Ž . Ž .Also, any basis of B o¤er Q A is a basis of F kA m A o¤er F kA ;k k F
Ä Ž .in particular, the dimension of B o¤er Q A is equal to dim A.k k F
w x ŽIt was proven by I. P. Shestakov 11, Prop. 1.2, Lemma 1.3 for more
w x.detailed proofs see also 5, 13 .
Ž . Ž .In fact, here we consider F kA as the field of scalar operators F kA ? id,
Ž . Ž .where id is the identity mapping of F kA m A and Q A is identifiedkF
Ž .with a subfield of F kA ? id in the following way.
Ž .Let M s M B denote the multiplication algebra of B , that is, thek k
subalgebra of End B generated by multiplication operators R : x “ xa,F k a
L : x “ ax, where a g B . The center Z of M is a nonzero ideal ofa k
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž wG B , so Q A is equal to the field Q Z of fractions of Z cf. 11, Prop.k k
x.1.1 .
Ž . Ž .The scalar extension F kA m A of A is spanned by B over F kA ;kF
Ž .hence, M is embedded naturally in the multiplication algebra of F kA
m A, where all elements from Z are central, and therefore, belong toF
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .F kA ? id. Hence Q A is identified with the subfield Q Z : F kA ? id.k
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w x Ž .G Ž .In 5, Th. 1 the field of rational invariants F kA , where G s Aut A ,
is described in terms of trace polynomials in the case in which F is
algebraically closed of characteristic 0. In fact, there it was proven that
Ž .G Ž . Ž .F kA s Q A s Q Z .k
PROPOSITION 2. Let A be a finite dimensional simple algebra o¤er an
Ž .algebraically closed field of characteristic 0, and let G s Aut A . Suppose A
² :is equipped with a nondegenerate G-in¤ariant bilinear form a, b . For a
“GŽ . w xnatural k satisfying ) ; then for all f g F A there exists a nonzero
w x w xh g v A such that f ? h g v A .k
Ž .Proof. First of all, let us prove that the field Q Z is generated by
w xv A .k
Ž Ž1. Žk ..Let u s u x , . . . , x be a nonzero element in B . Then there existsk
² : Ž Ž1. Žk ..¤ g B such that u, ¤ / 0. Actually, a s u a , . . . , a / 0 for somek
Ž j. ² :a g A; since a, b is nondegenerate, there exists b g A such that
² :a, b / 0. Recall that A is generated by F k elements, which means b is
² :equal to a specialization of a suitable ¤ g B , hence u, ¤ / 0. Now pickk
Ž .a central element z g Z; then u ? z g B . Also since z g F kA , we havek
² : ² : Ž . w xz u, ¤ s u ? z, ¤ , hence, the field Q Z is generated by v A .k
Next, let u , . . . , u g B such that under some specialization of the1 n k
generic elements in A the images u , . . . , u form a basis of A over F. We1 n
Ä Ž . Žclaim that u , . . . , u is a basis of B over Q A for all m G k cf. the1 n m m
w x.proof of Prop. 1.2 in 11 . Actually, by Proposition 1 it suffices to show
Ž .that they are linearly independent over F mA . Fix a basis e , . . . , e g A.1 n
n w xThen u s Ý w m e for some w g F kA ; hence the polynomial w sj is1 ji i ji
Ž < n .det w is a nonzero one. Suppose that u , . . . , u are linearly depen-j, is1ji 1 n
Ž .dent over F mA . Then
u f q ??? qu f s 01 1 n n
Ž .for some f , . . . , f g F mA , where f / 0 for some j. We may assume1 n j
w xthat f g F mA for all i; since F is infinite, there is a specialization of thei
Ž1. Žm. Žgeneric elements x , . . . , x in A such that w / 0 hence, the images ui
.are linearly independent and u f q ??? qu f s 0 with f / 0, which is1 1 n n j
impossible.
So, if m G k, then for all r F m we have x Ž r . s Ýn a Ž r .u , wherejs1 j j
Ž .a g Q A . Hence,j m
n
Ž r . Ž r .² : ² :x , u s a u , u ;Ýj j j i
js1
² : Ž² : < n . Ž r .since a, b is nondegenerate, q s det u , u / 0, hence a si, js1j i j
w xprq, where p g v A .
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“G Gw x w x w xNow pick f g F A ; then f g F mA for some m. Since v A is
closed under permutations of variables, we may assume that f does not
depend on x Ž r ., r F k; also, m G k. Moreover, since the characteristic of F
Ž .is equal to 0, we can replace f by its complete linearization polarization ;
so, we consider a multilinear f of total degree d. Making the substitution
x Ž r . s Ýn a Ž r .u , we get f s g rh , where g is a linear combination ofjs1 j j 0 0 0
Ž . w xG w x df u , . . . , u g F kA with coefficients from v A and h s q gj j 01 d
w x Ž .G w x Ž .v A . Since f kA is generated by v A , we have f u , . . . , u sk k j j1 dw xg rh , where g , h g v A . Moreover, we can assume that h is common1 1 1 1 k 1
Ž . w xfor all f u , . . . , u ; setting h s h h , we get f ? h g v A . Propositionj j 0 1 m1 d
2 is proven.
3. LAPLACE OPERATOR AND
POLYHARMONIC POLYNOMIALS
We suppose that the grounded field F is algebraically closed of charac-
teristic zero; consider a module V over a group G equipped with a
² :symmetric nondegenerate G-invariant bilinear from a, b .
“Ž1. Žm. Ž1.Ž . w xPick a polynomial f s f x, y, x , . . . , x g F V , where x, y, x ,
. . . , x Žm. are generic elements of V. Suppose that f is linear in x, y; since
² :the form a, b is nondegenerate, there exists
“Ž1. Žm.F s F x , . . . , x g Pol V , EndŽ . F
such that
² :f s y ? F , x . 3Ž .
Moreover,
fD x , y s tr F . 4Ž . Ž . Ž .V
Indeed, fix an orthonormal basis E , . . . , E of V; then1 n
n
Ž1. Žm.fD x , y s f E , E , x , . . . , xŽ . Ž .Ý j j
js1
n n
Ž1. Žm. Ž1. Žm.s E ? F x , . . . , x , E s F x , . . . , x ,² :Ž . Ž .Ý Ýj j j j
js1 js1
where F is the projection of E ? F onto E . Hence, the latter sum isj j j j
Ž .equal to tr F .V
LEMMA 1. Let V be a ¤ector space with a nondegenerate symmetric
² :G-in¤ariant bilinear form a, b . Then for all generic elements x, y g
 Ž1. Žm.4x , . . . , x of V
G Gw x w xF mV D x , y : F mV .Ž .
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w xG Ž . w xGProof. Let f g F mV ; we need to show fD x, y g F mV . We
Ž .may assume that f is homogeneous in each generic element and D x, y
Ž .acts nontrivially so f does depend on x, y .
X X  Ž1. Žm.4 Ž .Pick different generic elements x , y f x , . . . , x ; then f D a sx
Ž X. Ž .Xf D x D a for all a andx x
fD x , y s f D xX D yX D xX , yX . 5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .x y
“X X X X GŽ . Ž . w xObserve that f D x D y is linear in x , y and belongs to F Vx y
w xG Ž Ž1. Žm..provided f g F mV . So, we may assume that f s f x, y, x , . . . , x is
Ž .linear in x, y, hence 4 takes place.
“ G s Ž1.Ž . w x Ž . ŽLet us show that tr F g F V . For s g GL V put F s F x ?V
Žm. .s , . . . , x ? s . Then
² : Ž1. Žm.y ? F , x s f s f x ? s , y ? s , x ? s , . . . , x ? sŽ .
² s : ² s T :s y ? s F , x ? s s y ? s F s , x .
T ² :where s “ s is the transposition with respect to a, b . Hence
y1s y1 TF s s F s ;Ž .
T y1 Ž s . Ž y1 .moreover, if s g G, then s s s and tr F s tr s Fs sV V
Ž . Ž . Ž .tr F , hence fD x, y s tr F is a G-invariant.V
Now, let f be a 2m-differentiable real function defined on Rn; it is said
to be polyharmonic of rank m if it satisfies the equation fDm s 0 for all
x g Rn, where D is the Laplace operator.
PROPOSITION 3. Let f be a polyharmonic function of rank m. Then the
mean ¤alue of f on the sphere S of radius R about the origin is a polynomialR
Ž .in R of degree F 2 m y 1 . In other words, there exist c , . . . , c g R0 my1
such that
1
2 2Žmy1.f d s s c q c R q ??? qc R ,H 0 1 my1v SR R
where v s H d s is the surface area of S .R S RR
It follows immediately by the finite Almansi expansion for polyharmonic
w xfunctions 1, p. 4 and the theorem of the mean value for harmonic
w x Ž w x.functions 19, p. 283 see also 9, pp. 7]8 .
COROLLARY 1. Let f be a homogeneous polynomial in Rn of degree d,
where
f d s / 0.H
S1
then fDm / 0 for all m - dr2 q 1.
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Ž . nProof. Let x s x , . . . , x g R ; then in spherical coordinates x s R1 n
? y, where R is the radius and y g S . Since f is homogenous of degree d,1
Ž . d Ž .f x s R f y and
1 1
df x d s s R f y d s / 0.Ž . Ž .H Hž /v vS SR 1R 1
m Ž .If fD s 0, then by the statement above, d F 2 m y 1 .
In particular, it holds if f is a nonzero homogenous polynomial of
Ž . ndegree d s 2m and f x G 0 for all x g R .
4. PROOF OF THE THEOREM
w xTNow we shall prove Theorem 1. Let v A denote the minimal subalge-
“ Gw x w xbra of C V containing v A and closed under Laplace operators; first,
“T Gw x w xwe shall show that v A s C A .
Obviously, it suffices to prove that any homogenous polynomial f g
“ TGw x w x w xC A belongs to v A . Notice that v A is closed under substitutions of
Ž . Ž .elements from F A in place of generic elements; by 5 it follows that
w xTv A has the same property. In particular, it is homogenous with respect
to every generic element and closed under permutations of generic ele-
ments. Hence, we may assume that f does not depend on x Ž1., x Ž2., . . . , x Žk ..
² :Let B be a compact real form of A; by definition, a, b is a positive
definite symmetric bilinear form on B. Fix an orthonormal basis E , . . . , E1 n
² :of B with respect to a, b , which is a basis of A over C. Hence, the
algebra of real polynomials in the coordinates of the generic elements of
“ “w xA can be regarded as the algebra R B of real polynomial functions on B.
Obviously, it is closed under Laplace operators.
w x ² :Let Q : v A denote the subalgebra over R generated by u, ¤ , where
u, ¤ run over the set of all monomials in the generic elements. Then
“ 2w x w x ÇQ : R B ; observe that v A s Q q Qi, where i g C, i s y1. Also,
denote by QT the minimal subalgebra over R containing Q and closed
“T Tw x w xunder Laplace operators; by definition Q : v A l R B .
By induction on m, where m ranges over k, k y 1, . . . , 1, 0, we shall
prove the existence of a nonzero q g QT such that
Tw xf ? q g v A 6Ž .
and q depends only on x Ž1., . . . , x Žm.. Obviously, if m s 0, then q s const
w xT/ 0 and f g v A .
w xWe start with m s k; by Proposition 2 we have f ? h g v A for some
w x Ž 2nonzero h g v A . Also, h s h q h i, where h , h g Q. Put q s h qk 1 2 1 2 1
2 . Ž . w xh g Q; then f ? q s f ? h h y h i g v A , as required.2 1 2
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Next, let m ) 0 and suppose there is a nonzero homogenous polynomial
Ž Ž1. Žm.. T w xTq s q x , . . . , x from Q such that f ? q s g g tr A . We can replace
q with q2 g QT ; therefore, we may assume that q G 0 for all x Ž1., . . . , x Žm.
from B and its degree with respect to x Žm. is equal to d s 2 p for some
integer p G 0.
Ž Žm. Žm.. X p TPut D s D x , x ; then q s qD is a polynomial from Q of degree
d y 2 p s 0 with respect to x Žm.. Also, since f does not depend on x Žm.,
TX p p p w xf ? q s f ? qD s f ? q D s gD g tr A .Ž . Ž .
Hence, we need only show that qX / 0.
There exist aŽ1., . . . , aŽmy1. g B , Rn such that
q x Žm. s q aŽ1. , . . . , aŽmy1. , x Žm.Ž . Ž .1
is a nonzero homogeneous polynomial in x Žm. of degree d s 2 p. Also,
q G 0 for all x Žm. g A; hence, by Corollary 1, q D p / 0. On the other1 1
XŽ Ž1. Žmy1.. p X Ž .hand, q a , . . . , a s q D , hence q / 0. So, 6 is proven; therefore1“T Gw x w xv A s C A .
w xT Ž .Now we need to show that v A is generated by elements 2 . The
proof is based on the following simple fact.
LEMMA 2. Let V be a ¤ector space with a nondegenerate symmetric
² :bilinear form x, y and an orthonormal basis E , . . . , E . Then1 n
n
² :² : ² :a, E b , E s a, b 7Ž .Ý i i
is1
for all a, b g V.
Proof. Indeed, a s Ýn a E and b s Ýn b E ; henceis1 i i js1 j j
n n
² :a, b s a E , b EÝ Ýi i j j¦ ;
is1 js1
n n n
² : ² :² :s a b E , E s a b s a, E b , E .Ý Ý Ýi j i j i i i i
i , js1 is1 is1
“Gw x Ž .Let P denote the subalgebra of C A generated by 2 ; then P
w x w xTcontains v A and P : v A . To prove the reciprocal inclusion it suf-
Ž .fices to show that P is closed under Laplace operators, i.e., fD x, y g P
for all f g P.
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Ž . qFirst, we may assume that f is a product of elements 2 , i.e., f s Ł f ,is1 i
Ž i. Ž i. Ž .where f s g D . . . D and g g S. Using 5 and a sufficient number ofi i 1 t ii Ž i. Ž i.different generic elements, we can replace all D with D depending onj j
Ž .different generic elements which differ in x, y as well ; at the same time,
Ž w x.each g is replaced with some linearizations which lies in v A . More-i
Ž i. Ž r . Ž l .Ž .over, we choose the generic elements so that D s D x , x and allj
Ž r . Ž l . Ž . Ž .Ž r . Ž l .g , k / i, are independent of x , x ; therefore D a , D a kill g .k x x k
Hence, f can be written in the form gD . . . D , where D . . . D is the1 t 1 t
Ž i. w xproduct of all D and g g v A is multilinear in all generic elementsj
involved in D's.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Recall that D x, y commutes with all D . Hence, by 5 , fD x, y can bei
Ž Ž X X..written in the same form we linearize g and attach D x , y . Finally,
w xsince S generates v A , we can replace g with a monomial in the
generators; hence it suffices to show that the following elements belong
to P:
q
h D . . . D . 8Ž .Ł i 1 dž /is1
Ž . Ž  4.where h g S, D s D x , y , x , y i g 1, . . . , d are different generici i i i i i
elements, and Ł q h is linear in every x , y .is1 i i i
We carry out the induction on d; the case d s 0 is trivial. Now, suppose
 4  4 Ž .that there are i g 1, . . . , d , s, p g 1, . . . , q , s / p, such that h hs p
Ž .depends on x respectively, y . Since D's commute, we may assume i s 1.i i
² : ² :Besides, the form a, b is associative, and hence, h s w , x , h ss s 1 p
² :w , y for somep 1
< w xw , w g u t u g F A ; t g v A ;Ž .Ýs p j j j j½ 5
j
Ž .using 7 , we reduce d. If such i, s, p do not exist, D's distribute on the
Ž . Ž .multipliers h , and thus 8 becomes a product of elements 2 .i
5. INVARIANTS OF SIMPLE GROUPS
In this section we apply Theorem 1 to some representations of simple
linear algebraic groups. In particular, we derive the First Main Theorem of
w x w xmatrix invariants 4, 14 and invariants of group G 16, 17 from Theorem2
1.
1. Adjoint representation. Let L be a finite dimensional simple Lie
Ž .algebra over C and let G denote the automorphism group Aut L . Then L
is an irreducible G-module; moreover, for types B , C and all exceptionall l
w xtypes / E , the group G is a simple linear algebraic one 10, pp. 297]2986
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Žand its action on L can be regarded as the adjoint representation the
.action on the tangent space . Also note that for a simple linear algebraic
group of type E it is an irreducible representation of the smallest8
dimension.
² : Ž Ž . Ž ..The algebra L has a Killing form a, b s ytr ad a ad b and a realL
² : w xform, where a, b restricts to a positive definite form 10, pp. 228]229 .
“ Gw x Ž .Therefore, C L is generated by elements 2 . In fact, this statement is
mostly interesting in the case of exceptional types, because the matrix
w xinvariants of matrix groups are described in 14, Theorems 7.3, 10.1 .
Ž .It is not clear how many D's are necessary in 2 , and it should be a
difficult question, where the sharp estimate depends on each case. In the
next two examples, matrix invariants and invariants of G , Laplace opera-2
tors are practically eliminated from the final form of generators. And the
reason why it is possible is quite clear: in the first case the associativity law
provides a good relation with the multiplication algebra, in the second case
w xthe algebra v A is generated by invariants of degree F 4, and the action
of Laplace operators on them does not give invariants of a new type.
w xIn the case of Lie algebras we can say only that t G 1, because v L has
no invariants depending on a single generic element. Moreover, all invari-
Ž . Ž .ants 2 with t s 1 have the form tr E , where E is a product of operatorsL
Ž Ž r .. Ž .ad x ; see 4 . Notice that the subalgebra generated by such invariants
Ž . Ž w x.in k generic elements separates the null-cone of V : G e.g., 12, p. 196 .
w xIt follows, for example, from 15, Th. 3.7 and Engel's theorem. Hence, by
w x w xGHilbert's theorem 2 , C kL is integral over it. Moreover, if k s 1, then
w xthey coincide 3, p. 128 .
Since every simple Lie algebra over an algebraically closed field F of
characteristic zero has a basis with rational multiplicative structure, we can
Ž .replace C with F see the note following Theorem 1 .
2. Matrix in¤ariants. Now we shall derive the First Main Theorem of
w xmatrix invariants 4, 14 from Theorem 1.
Ž .COROLLARY 2. Let A be the algebra of complex n = n -matrices C ,n
and let G be the automorphism group of A. Then the algebra of in¤ariants
“Gw x Ž .C A consists of trace polynomials; i.e., it is generated by elements tr u ,
Ž . Ž .where u g F A are monomials in generic matrices and tr x is the matrix
trace.
Proof. Recall that G consists of conjugations by invertible matrices.
Ž . w xHence, it is isomorphic to PGL C . Denote by tr A the subalgebra ofn “Gw x w xtrace polynomials; obviously tr A : C A , so we need the reciprocal
inclusion.
We consider A as a Jordan algebra J s AŽq. with the symmetrized
1 Ž . w xmultiplication a( b s ab q ba 7, p. 4 . It is isomorphic to the Jordan2
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algebra of symmetric elements of the associative algebra A [ A with
Ž w xinvolution a [ bs b [ a or in terms of 7, p. 125 , J is the algebra of
Ž .Hermitian n = n -matrices over the composition algebra D s C [ C,
.where the involution is a [ bs b [ a .
Ž w x.It is known that J is a simple algebra e.g., 7, p. 179 ; its automorphism
Ž .group G s Aut J is equal to G j Gt , where t is the matrix transposi-1
T w xtion a “ a , which follows by 7, p. 249, Th. 8; p. 244, Th. 7 . Also,
² : Ž .a, b s tr ab is a nondegenerate symmetric associative bilinear form on
w x Ž .J 7, p. 240 . Let B be the real subspace of Hermitian matrices H C ; it isn
a Jordan algebra over R and its span over C is equal to J. Every Hermitian
² :matrix is conjugate to a diagonal one with real entries; hence a, b
restricts to a positive definite form on B.
“G1w x Ž . Ž .Thus, the algebra C J is generated by 2 , where S is the set of tr u¤
“G1Ž . w x w xwith u, ¤ running over F J . Let us show that C J : tr A . The algebra
Ž . Ž .Žq.F J is the Jordan subalgebra of F A generated by the generic
w xelements of the vector space J s A; hence S : tr A . So, we need only to
w x Ž . w xprove that tr A is closed under Laplace operators, i.e., fD x, y g tr A
w xfor all f g tr A . We may assume that f is linear in x, y and, therefore, it
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .is either tr w , where w x, y, . . . , or tr w tr w , where w s w x, . . . ,1 2 1 1
Ž .w s w y, . . . .2 2
Consider the first case. We have w s w xw yw , where w are monomi-1 2 3 i
Ž . Ž .als or 1; moreover, thanks to the identity tr cd s tr dc we may assume
that w s 1. Let L : x “ ax, R : x “ xa be the multiplication operators,3 a a
Ž . Ž . Ž . .R , L g End A ; then tr w s tr x ? F y , where F s L R . Observea a C w w1 2
that
tr R L s tr c tr dŽ . Ž . Ž .A c d
Ž .for all matrices c, d g A; hence, by 4
w xtr w D x , y s tr F s tr w tr w g tr A .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .A 1 2
In the second case w s wX x and w s wX y. Hence, by Lemma 21 1 2 2
X X w xtr w tr w D x , y s tr w w g tr A .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 2 1 2
So,
G G G1 1“ “ “w xC A s C J : tr A : C A ;
“Ž1. Žk . GŽ . w xhence, for all f s f x , . . . , x g C A the polynomial f q f ? t , where
“Ž1. Žk . G1Ž . w xf ? t s f x ? t , . . . , x ? t , belongs to C A .
Let x, y, z be generic elements different from x Ž1., . . . , x Žk ., and put
Ž w x. w x Žh s tr x y, z , where y, z s yz y zy. Then h ? t s yh; hence f y f ?
“G 21. w x Ž . w xt h g C A and f y f ? t h g tr A .
Observe that
tr R s tr L s n ? tr d .Ž . Ž . Ž .A d A d
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Ž .By Lemma 2 and 4
h2D x , x D y , y D z , zŽ . Ž . Ž .
2w xs tr y , z D y , y D z , zŽ . Ž .Ž .
2w xs ytr y , z , z ? y D y , y D z , z s ytr ad z D z , zŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .A
2
2 2s ytr R y L D z , z s ytr R q L y 2 R L D z , zŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .A z z A z z z z
22s y 2n tr z y 2 tr z D z , zŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .
s y2n tr R y 2 tr z ? 1 tr z ? 1 D z , zŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .A 1
s y2n3 q 2 tr 1 s 2 n y n3 .Ž . Ž .
Hence,
1
t 2 w xf y f ? t s f y f h D x , x D y , y D z , z g tr AŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .32 n y nŽ .
Ž . Ž . w xand f s 1r2 f q f ? t q 1r2 f y f ? t g tr A .
3. In¤ariants of G . Let O denote the Cayley]Dickson algebra over C2
Ž w x.e.g., 7, 8, 21 . It is an alternative algebra, that is, a nonassociative algebra
satisfying the identities
xy y s xy2 , y yx s y2 x .Ž . Ž .
For all a g O
a2 y t a a q n a s 0, 9Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .where t a , n a g C : O; the mapping a “ a s t a y a is an involution
on O.
Ž .The automorphism group G s Aut O is a simple linear algebraic group
X  < Ž . 4of type G , where the subspace O s a t a s 0 is an irreducible G -2 2
Ž w x.module cf. 17 . Since
“ “X XPol O , O : Pol O, O ,
“Xw xwe can consider the subalgebra R of the alternative algebra Pol O , O
generated by the generic elements of the subspace OX. Let Q denote the
“X Gw x Ž .subalgebra of C O generated by t u , u g R; in other words, Q is the
algebra of trace polynomials in traceless generic elements.
“X Gw x w xCOROLLARY 3 16, 17 . C O s Q.
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w xProof. Define a new multiplication a, b s ab y ba on O. Then O
X w xbecomes a Malcev algebra, where O is a simple subalgebra 8, p. 257 .
Ž . 2 Ž . Ž 2 . X Ž .By 9 , a s yn a s 1r2 t a g C for all a g O . Denote by ad a the
w xmultiplication operator x “ x, a ; using the alternativity laws, one may
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž . XXcheck that tr ad a ad b s 12 t ab for all a, b g O .O
Ž X . Ž Ž . Ž ..XPut G s Aut O , then tr ad a ad b is a G -invariant form, hence,0 O 0
² : Ž . Ž .a, b s yt ab s t ab is a G-invariant form too. Besides, for all a,
b g OX
w xa, b s 2 ab y ab q ba s 2 ab y t ab ,Ž . Ž .
Ž X.hence G is equal to G acting on O .0
² : XNote that a, b is an associative symmetric bilinear form of O ; more-
w xover, it is nondegenerate 21, p. 31 . Let D denote the algebra of Cayley
w x ² :numbers 21, p. 34 , which is a real subspace of O, where the form a, b
restricts to a positive definite one. So, DX s D l OX is a compact real form
of OX.
One may easily check that an alternative nil algebra of nil index 2 is
Ž . w X xnilpotent of nilpotency index 3. Hence, by 9 , v O is generated by the
elements
2 w x w xt x ; t x , y z ; t x , y , z s , 10Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .
“X X Gw xwhere x, y, z, s are different generic elements of O . By Theorem 1, C O
Ž . Ž . Ž .is generated by 2 , where S is the set of elements 10 . Using 4 , we get
w X xfD g v O for all f g S and a Laplace operator D. For example
X
Xw x w xt x , y , z s D x , s s tr ad y ad z s 12 t zs g v O .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž . O
“X XGw x w xThus, F O s v O : Q, and the reciprocal inclusion is evident.
Ž .4. In¤ariants of F . Now let A denote the algebra of Hermitian 3 = 3 -4
Ž .matrices over O with the symmetrized multiplication a( b s 1r2 ab q ba .
w xIt is a simple Jordan algebra 7, p. 179 of dimension 27 and its automor-
Ž . Žphism group G s Aut A is a simple linear algebraic group of type F cf.4
w x.6 .
The algebra A is cubic over C: for all a g A
a3 y tr a a2 q S a a y N a s 0,Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . w x X  < Ž .4where tr a is the trace of a 7, p. 232 ; the subspace A s a tr a is an
w xirreducible G-module 6, Th. 15 of minimal dimension.
Ž .Note that tr ab is a nondegenerate symmetric associative G-invariant
w x Ž .bilinear form 7, p. 240 . Next, let B denote the Jordan subalgebra H D ,3
Ž . w x Ž .where D is the algebra of Cayley numbers. By 55 from 7, p. 233 , tr ab
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“ Gw xrestricts to a positive definite form on B. Therefore, C A is generated by
Ž .elements 2 .
“X Gw xGenerators of C A can be given in a similar form. Namely, let Q
“X Gw x Ž .denote the subalgebra of C A generated by tr u , where u is a polyno-
1Ž i. Ž i. Ž i.Ž . w xmial in traceless generic elements x s x y tr x . Then Q : v AÄ 3
Ž Ž Ž i.. w x . w xsince 1 g A, we can assume that tr x g v A for all i and v A is an
algebra of polynomials over Q with respect to independent variables
Ž Ž i.. w xG w X xGtr x . Similarly, C A is an algebra of polynomials over C A with the
same set of variables.
² : XSince the form a, b restricts to a nondegenerate form on A , we can
choose an orthonormal basis E , . . . , E of A such that E is a scalar1 27 1
X'Ž . Ž .matrix in fact E s 1r 3 and E g A for all j G 2. Hence, operator 11 j
is equal to the sum of a Laplace operator
n 2› fÄD s D x , y s 11Ž .Ž .Ä Ä Ý
› x › yi iis2
Ž . Ž .and the operator D E D E .x 1 y 1
ÄNow let S be a set of homogeneous generators of Q. We claim that
“X Gw xC A is generated by
Ä ÄfD . . . D , 12Ž .1 t
Ä Ä Ž .where f g S and D are Laplace operators 11 .j
Ä Ž i. Ž < 4Actually, S s S j tr x i s 1, 2, . . . is a set of homogeneous genera-
“ Gw x w x Ž .tors of v A ; hence, by Theorem 1, C A is generated by 2 . Besides,
Ä Ä GŽ . Ž . w x Ž .D E , D E kill all elements from S; hence C A is generated by 12x 1 y 1 “XŽ i. GŽ . Ž . w xand tr x . Hence, 12 generates C A .
In fact, this list of applications is not complete; for example, the classical
w xresult about invariants of the orthogonal group 20 can be derived easily
from Theorem 1, for one should consider the Jordan algebra of a bilinear
w xform 7, 21 . Moreover, we believe that the same approach can work for
algebraic systems with multilinear operations.
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